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Abstract
We prove that the self-intersection local times for generalized grey
Brownian motion Bβ,α in arbitrary dimension d is a well defined object
in a suitable distribution space for dα < 2.
1
1 Introduction
Intersection local times are an intensively studied object for about 80 years,
see e.g. [22]. Heuristically the self-intersection measures the time the process
spends on its trajectory, i.e., it serves to count the self-crossings of the tra-
jectory of a random process. In an informal way the self-intersection local
time can be expressed by
L(Y ) ≡
∫
d2t δ(Y (t2)− Y (t1)),
where δ is Donsker’s - δ-function and Y a random process. Indeed the random
variable L is intended to sum up the contributions from each pair of ”times”
t1, t2 for which the process Y is at the same point. For Gaussian processes
the self-intersection local time is defined as a rigorous object, see for the case
of Brownian motion e.g. [2, 3, 5, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]
and e.g. [30, 18, 1, 6, 10, 23, 4] for fractional and multifractional Brownian
motion. One framework which serves to give a mathematical sound meaning
to the object above in the Gaussian setting is White Noise Analysis, see
e.g. [17, 29, 21].
For non-Gaussian processes in [9] a similar concept was used to establish
the Mittag-Leffler Analysis. The grey noise measure [32, 27] is included as
a special case in the class of Mittag-Leffler measures, which offers the possi-
bility to apply the Mittag-Leffler analysis to fractional differential equations,
in particular to fractional diffusion equations [31, 32], which carry numerous
applications in science, like relaxation type differential equations or viscoelas-
ticity.
The corresponding grey Brownian motion (gBm) was introduced by W.
Schneider as a model for slow anomalous diffusions, i.e., the marginal density
function of the gBm is the fundamental solution of a time-fractional diffusion
equation. This is a class {Bβ(t) : t ≥ 0, 0 < β ≤ 1} of stochastic processes
which are self-similar with stationary increments. More recently, this class
was extended to the, so called generalized grey Brownian motion (ggBm) to
include slow and fast anomalous diffusions which contain either Gaussian or
non-Gaussian processes e.g., grey Brownian motion and fractional Brownian
motion. In this paper we study the existence of self-intersection local times
of ggBm in dimension d.
In Section 2 we summarize the construction and basic properties of ggBm
in dimension d. Section 3 contains the main result on the existence of self-
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intersection local times of a d-dimensional ggBm as a weak integral in a
suitable stochastic distribution space.
2 The Mittag-Leffler Measure
Let d ∈ N and L2d be the Hilbert space of vector-valued square integrable
measurable functions
L2d := L
2(R)⊗ Rd.
The space L2d is unitary isomorphic to a direct sum of d identical copies
of L2 := L2(R), (i.e., the space of real-valued square integrable measurable
functions with Lebesgue measure). Any element f ∈ L2d may be written in
the form
f = (f1 ⊗ e1, . . . , fd ⊗ ed), (1)
where fi ∈ L2(R), i = 1, . . . , d and {e1, . . . , ed} denotes the canonical basis
of Rd. The inner product in L2d is given by
(f, g)0 =
d∑
k=1
(fk, gk)L2 =
d∑
k=1
∫
R
fk(x)gk(x) dx,
where g = (g1⊗ e1, . . . , gd⊗ ed), fk ∈ L2, k = 1, . . . , d, f as given in (1). The
corresponding norm in L2d is given by
|f |20 :=
d∑
k=1
|fk|2L2 =
d∑
k=1
∫
R
f 2k (x) dx.
As a densely embedded nuclear Fréchet space in L2d we choose Sd :=
S(R) ⊗ Rd, where S(R) is the Schwartz test function space. An element
ϕ ∈ Sd has the form
ϕ = (ϕ1 ⊗ e1, . . . , ϕd ⊗ ed), (2)
where ϕi ∈ S(R), i = 1, . . . , d. Together with the dual space S ′d := S ′(R)⊗Rd
we obtain the basic Gel’fand triple
Sd ⊂ L2d ⊂ S ′d.
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The dual pairing between S ′d and Sd is given as an extension of the scalar
product in L2d by
〈f, ϕ〉0 =
d∑
k=1
(fk, ϕk)L2,
where f and ϕ as in (1) and (2), respectively. In S ′d we choose the Borel
σ-algebra B generated by the cylinder sets.
Define the operator M
α/2
− on S(R) by
M
α/2
− ϕ :=


Kα/2D
−(α−1)/2
− ϕ, α ∈ (0, 1),
ϕ, α = 1,
Kα/2I
(α−1)/2
− ϕ, α ∈ (1, 2),
where the normalization constant Kα/2 :=
√
α sin(αpi/2)Γ(α) and Dr−, I
r
− de-
note the left-side fractional derivative and fractional integral of order r in the
sense of Riemann-Liouville, respectively:
(Dr−f)(x) =
−1
Γ(1− r)
d
dx
∫ ∞
x
f(t)(t− x)−r dt
(Ir−f)(x) =
1
Γ(r)
∫ ∞
x
f(t)(t− x)r−1 dt, x ∈ R.
We refer to [33] or [19] for the details on these operators. It is possible to
obtain a larger domain of the operator M
α/2
− in order to include the indicator
function 1 [0,t) such that M
α/2
− 1 [0,t) ∈ L2, for the details we refer to Appendix
A in [8]. We have the following
Proposition 1 (Corollary 3.5 in [8]). For all t, s ≥ 0 and all 0 < α < 2 it
holds that
(
M
α/2
− 1 [0,t),M
α/2
− 1 [0,s)
)
L2
=
1
2
(
tα + sα − |t− s|α). (3)
Note that this coincides with the covariance of the fractional Brownian
motion with Hurst parameter H = α
2
.
In order to construct ggBm we will use the Mittag-Leffler function which
is introduced by G. Mittag-Leffler in a series of papers [24, 25, 26].
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Definition 2 (Mittag-Leffler function). For β > 0 the Mittag-Leffler function
Eβ is defined as an entire function by the following series representation
Eβ(z) :=
∞∑
n=0
zn
Γ(βn+ 1)
, z ∈ C, (4)
where Γ denotes the Euler gamma function.
Note that for β = 1 the Mittag-Leffler function coincides with the classical
exponential function. We also consider the so-called the M-Wright function
Mβ, 0 < β ≤ 1 (in one variable) defined by
Mβ(z) :=
∞∑
n=0
(−z)n
n!Γ(−βn + 1− β) .
For the choice β = 1/2 the corresponding M-Wright function reduces to the
Gaussian density
M1/2(z) =
1√
pi
exp
(
−z
2
4
)
. (5)
The Mittag-Leffler function Eβ and the M-Wright are related through the
Laplace transform ∫ ∞
0
e−sτMβ(τ) dτ = Eβ(−s). (6)
The Mittag-Leffler measures µβ, 0 < β ≤ 1 is a family of probability
measures on S ′d whose characteristic functions are given by Mittag-Leffler
functions, see Definition 2. Using the Bochner-Minlos theorem, see [11] or
[16], we obtain the following definition.
Definition 3 (cf. [9]). For any β ∈ (0, 1] the Mittag-Leffler measure is de-
fined as the unique probability measure µβ on S
′
d by fixing its characteristic
functional ∫
S′
d
ei〈w,ϕ〉0 dµβ(w) = Eβ
(
−1
2
|ϕ|20
)
, ϕ ∈ Sd. (7)
Remark 4. 1. The measure µβ is also called grey noise (reference) mea-
sure, cf. [9] and [8].
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2. The range 0 < β ≤ 1 ensures the complete monotonicity of Eβ(−x),
see Pollard [28], i.e., (−1)nE(n)β (−x) ≥ 0 for all x ≥ 0 and n ∈ N0 :=
{0, 1, 2, . . .}. In other words, it is sufficient to show that
Sd ∋ ϕ 7→ Eβ
(
−1
2
|ϕ|20
)
∈ R
is a characteristic function in Sd.
By L2(µβ) := L
2(S ′d,B, µβ) we denote the complex Hilbert space of square
integrable measurable functions defined on S ′d with scalar product
((F,G))L2(µβ) :=
∫
S′
d
F (w)G¯(w) dµβ(w), F, G ∈ L2(µβ).
The corresponding norm is denoted by ‖ · ‖L2(µβ). It follows from (7) that all
moments of µβ exists and we have
Lemma 5. For any ϕ ∈ Sd and n ∈ N0 we have∫
S′
d
〈w, ϕ〉2n+10 dµβ(w) = 0,∫
S′
d
〈w, ϕ〉2n0 dµβ(w) =
(2n)!
2nΓ(βn+ 1)
|ϕ|2n0 .
In particular, ‖〈·, ϕ〉‖2L2(µβ ) = 1Γ(β+1) |ϕ|20 and by polarization for any ϕ, ψ ∈ Sd
we obtain ∫
S′
d
〈w, ϕ〉0〈w, ψ〉0 dµβ(w) = 1
Γ(β + 1)
〈ϕ, ψ〉0.
3 Generalized grey Brownian motion in dimen-
sion d
For any test function ϕ ∈ Sd we define the random variable
Xβ(ϕ) : S ′d −→ Rd, w 7→ Xβ(ϕ,w) :=
(〈w1, ϕ1〉, . . . , 〈wd, ϕd〉).
The random variable Xβ(ϕ) has the following properties which are a conse-
quence of Lemma 5 and the characteristic function of µβ given in (7).
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Proposition 6. Let ϕ, ψ ∈ Sd, k ∈ Rd be given. Then
1. The characteristic function of Xβ(ϕ) is given by
E
(
ei(k,X
β(ϕ))
)
= Eβ
(
−1
2
d∑
j=1
k2j |ϕj |2L2
)
. (8)
2. The characteristic function of the random variable Xβ(ϕ)−Xβ(ψ) is
E
(
ei(k,X
β(ϕ)−Xβ(ψ))
)
= Eβ
(
−1
2
d∑
i=1
k2j |ϕj − ψj |2L2
)
. (9)
3. The expectation of the Xβ(ϕ) is zero and
‖Xβ(ϕ)‖2L2(µβ) =
1
Γ(β + 1)
|ϕ|20. (10)
4. The moments of Xβ(ϕ) are given by∫
S′
d
∣∣Xβ(ϕ,w)∣∣2n+1 dµβ(w) = 0,∫
S′
d
∣∣Xβ(ϕ,w)∣∣2n dµβ(w) = (2n)!
2nΓ(βn+ 1)
|ϕ|2n0 .
Remark 7. 1. The property (10) of Xβ(ϕ) gives the possibility to extend
the definition of Xβ to any element in L2d, in fact, if f ∈ L2d, then there
exists a sequence (ϕk)
∞
k=1 ⊂ Sd such that ϕk −→ f , k →∞ in the norm
of L2d. Hence, the sequence
(
Xβ(ϕk)
)∞
k=1
⊂ L2(µβ) forms a Cauchy
sequence which converges to an element denoted by Xβ(f) ∈ L2(µβ).
2. For β = 1 property (10) yields the Itô isometry.
We define 1 [0,t) ∈ L2d, t ≥ 0, by
1 [0,t) := (1 [0,t) ⊗ e1, . . . , 1 [0,t) ⊗ ed)
and consider the process Xβ(1 [0,t)) ∈ L2(µβ) such that the following defini-
tion makes sense.
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Definition 8. For any 0 < α < 2 we define the process
S ′d ∋ w 7→ Bβ,α(t, w) :=
(〈w, (Mα/2− 1 [0,t))⊗ e1〉, . . . , 〈w, (Mα/2− 1 [0,t))⊗ ed〉)
=
(〈w1,Mα/2− 1 [0,t)〉, . . . , 〈wd,Mα/2− 1 [0,t)〉), t > 0 (11)
as an element in L2(µβ). This process is called a version of d-dimensional
generalized grey Brownian motion (ggBm). Its characteristic function has
the form
E
(
ei(k,B
β,α(t))
)
= Eβ
(
−|k|
2
2
tα
)
, k ∈ Rd. (12)
Remark 9. 1. By Remark 7 the d-dimensional ggBm exist as a L2(µβ)-
limit and hence the map S ′d ∋ ω 7→ 〈ω, 1 [0,t)〉 yields a version of ggBm,
µβ − a.s., but not in the pathwise sense.
2. For a fixed 0 < α < 2 one can show by the Kolmogorov-Centsov conti-
nuity theorem that the paths of the process are µβ − a.s. continuous.
Proposition 10. For any 0 < α < 2, the process Bβ,α := {Bβ,α(t), t ≥ 0},
is α/2 self-similar with stationary increments.
Proof. Given k = (k1, k2, . . . , kn) ∈ Rn, we have to show that for any 0 <
t1 < t2 < . . . < tn and a > 0:
E
(
exp
(
i
〈
·,
n∑
j=1
kjM
α/2
− 1 [0,atj)
〉))
= E
(
exp
(
ia
α/2
〈
·,
n∑
j=1
kjM
α/2
− 1 [0,tj)
〉))
.
(13)
It follows from (8) that eq. (13) is equivalent to
Eβ

−1
2
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=1
kjM
α/2
− 1 [0,atj)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
L2

 = Eβ

−1
2
∣∣∣∣∣aα/2
n∑
j=1
kjM
α/2
− 1 [0,tj)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
L2

 .
Because of the complete monotonicity of Eβ , the above equality reduces to∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=1
kjM
α/2
− 1 [0,atj)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
L2
= aα
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=1
kjM
α/2
− 1 [0,tj)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
L2
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which is easy to show, taking into account (3). A similar procedure may be
applied in order to prove the stationarity of the increments. Hence, for any
h ≥ 0, we have to show that
E
(
exp
(
i
n∑
j=1
kj
(
Bβ,α(tj + h)−Bβ,α(h)
)))
= E
(
exp
(
i
n∑
j=1
kjB
β,α(tj)
))
.
The above procedure reduces this equality to check the following∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=1
kjM
α/2
− 1 [h,tj+h)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
L2
=
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=1
kjM
α/2
− 1 [0,tj)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
L2
which is verified analogously as for the self-similarity.
Remark 11. The family {Bβ,α(t), t ≥ 0, β ∈ (0, 1], α ∈ (0, 2)} forms a
class of α/2 self-similar process with stationary increments (α/2-sssi) which
includes:
1. For β = α = 1, the process {B1,1(t), t ≥ 0} is a standard d-dimensional
Brownian motion.
2. For β = 1 and 0 < α < 2, {B1,α(t), t ≥ 0} is a d-dimensional fractional
Brownian motion with Hurst parameter α/2.
3. For α = 1, {Bβ,1(t), t ≥ 0} is 1/2 self-similar non Gaussian process
with
E
(
ei(k,B
β,1(t))
)
= Eβ
(
−|k|
2
2
t
)
, k ∈ Rd. (14)
4. For 0 < α = β < 1, the process {Bβ(t) := Bβ,β(t), t ≥ 0} is β/2
self-similar and is called d-dimensional grey Brownian motion (gBm
for short). Its characteristic function is given by
E
(
ei(k,B
β(t))
)
= Eβ
(
−|k|
2
2
tβ
)
, k ∈ Rd. (15)
For d = 1, gBm was introduced by W. Schneider in [31, 32].
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4 Distributions and characterization theorems
There is a standard way to construct the test and distribution spaces in non
Gaussian analysis through Appell systems, the details of this construction
can be found in [20], [9], [8] and references therein. In between the many
choices of triples which can be constructed we choose the Kondratiev triple
(Sd)
1
µβ
⊂ (Hp)1q,µβ ⊂ L2(µβ) ⊂ (H−p)−1−q,µβ ⊂ (Sd)−1µβ .
The space (Hp)
1
q,µβ
is defined as the completion of the P(S ′d) (the space of
smooth polynomials on S ′d) w.r.t. the norm ‖ · ‖p,q,µβ given by
‖ϕ‖2p,q,µβ :=
∞∑
n=0
(n!)22nq|ϕ(n)|2p, p, q ∈ N0, ϕ ∈ P
(
S ′d
)
.
The dual space (H−p)
−1
−q,µβ
is a subset of P ′(S ′d) such that if Φ ∈ (H−p)−1−q,µβ ,
then
‖Φ‖2−p,−q,µβ :=
∞∑
n=0
2−nq|Φ(n)|2−p <∞, p, q ∈ N0.
The dual pairing between
(
S ′d
)−1
µβ
and
(
Sd
)1
µβ
, denoted by 〈〈·, ·〉〉µβ is a bilinear
extension of scalar product in L2(µβ). For any ϕ ∈
(
Sd
)1
µβ
and Φ ∈ (S ′d)−1µβ
we have
〈〈Φ, ϕ〉〉µβ =
∞∑
n=0
n!〈Φ(n), ϕ(n)〉.
The set of µβ-exponentials{
eµβ(·, ϕ) :=
e〈·,ϕ〉
E
(
e〈·,ϕ〉
) , ϕ ∈ Sd,C, |ϕ|p < 2−q
}
forms a total set in (Hp)
1
q,µβ
and for any ϕ ∈ Sd,C such that |ϕ|p < 2−q we
have ‖eµβ(·, ϕ)‖p,q,µβ <∞.
Let us introduce an integral transform, the Sµβ -transform, which is used
to characterize the spaces (Sd)
1
µβ
and (Sd)
−1
µβ
. For any Φ ∈ (Sd)−1µβ and ϕ ∈
U ⊂ Sd,C, where U is a suitable neighborhood of zero, we define
SµβΦ(ϕ) :=
〈〈Φ, e〈·,ϕ〉〉〉µβ
E
(
e〈·,ϕ〉
) = 1
Eβ(
1
2
〈ϕ, ϕ〉)〈〈Φ, e
〈·,ϕ〉〉〉µβ .
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The characterization theorem for the space (Sd)
−1
µβ
via the Sµβ -transform
is done using the spaces of holomorphic functions on Sd,C. We denote by
Hol0
(
Sd,C
)
the space of holomorphic functions at zero where we identify two
functions which coincides in a neighborhood of zero. The space Hol0
(
Sd,C
)
is given as the inductive limit of a family of normed spaces, see [20] for the
details and the proof of the following characterization theorem.
Theorem 12 (cf. [20, Theorem 8.34]). The Sµβ -transform is a topological
isomorphism from (Sd)
−1
µβ
to Hol0
(
Sd,C
)
.
As a corollary from the characterization theorem the following integration
result can be deduced.
Theorem 13. Let (T,B, ν) be a measure space and Φt ∈ (Sd)−1µβ for all t ∈ T .
Let U ⊂ Sd,C be an appropriate neighbourhood of zero and 0 < C <∞, such
that
1. SµβΦ·(ξ) : T → C is measurable for all ξ ∈ U .
2.
∫
T
∣∣SµβΦt(ξ)∣∣ dν(t) ≤ C for all ξ ∈ U .
Then, there exists Φ ∈ (Sd)−1µβ such that for all ξ ∈ U
SµβΨ(ξ) =
∫
T
SµβΦt(ξ) dν(t).
We denote Ψ by
∫
T
Φt dν(t) and call it the weak integral of Φ.
In the following we will use the Tµβ -transform which is defined as follows.
Lemma 14. Let Φ ∈ (Sd)−1µβ and p, q ∈ N such that Φ ∈ (H−p)−1−q,µβ . Then,
the Tµβ -transform given by
TµβΦ(ϕ) = 〈〈Φ, exp (i〈·, ϕ〉)〉〉µβ
is well-defined for ϕ ∈ Up,q and we have
TµβΦ(ϕ) = Eβ
(
−1
2
〈ϕ, ϕ〉
)
SµβΦ(iϕ).
In particular, TµβΦ ∈ Hol0
(
Sd,C
)
if and only if Sµβ ∈ Hol0
(
Sd,C
)
. Moreover,
Theorem 13 also holds if the Sµβ -transform is replaced by the Tµβ -transform.
For details and proofs we refer to [9].
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5 Self-intersection local times for ggBm in di-
mension d
In this section we consider the self-intersection local times for ggBm which
is formally given by
Lβ,α(t) :=
∫ t
0
∫ t
0
δ(Bβ,α(s)− Bβ,α(u)) du ds.
The (generalized) random variable Lα,β(a, t) is intended to measure the amount
of time in which the sample path of a ggBm spends intersecting itself within
the time interval [0, t]. A priori the expression above has no mathematical
meaning since Lebesgue integration of Dirac delta distribution is not defined.
We will prove that we can make sense of this object as a weak integral in
Kondratiev distribution space.
Theorem 15. Let 0 < α < 1, 0 < β ≤ 1, and d ∈ N be such that dα < 2.
Then, Lβ,α(t) is a well defined element in (Sd)
−1
µβ
in the weak sense.
Proof. Using the representation
δ(Bβ,α(s)− Bβ,α(u)) =
(
1
2pi
)d/2 ∫
Rd
ei(λ,B
β,α(s)−Bβ,α(u)) dλ
and denoting ηx := M
α/2
− 1 [0,x) we compute for any ϕ ∈ U the Tµβ -transform
of Lβ,α(t) to obtain with
(TµβL
β,α(t))(ϕ) =
(
1
2pi
)d/2 ∫ t
0
∫ t
0
Tµβδ(B
β,α(s)− Bβ,α(u))(ϕ) du ds
=
(
1
2pi
)d/2 ∫ t
0
∫ t
0
d∏
i=1
[ ∫
R
Eβ
(
− 1
2
λ2i |ηs − ηu|2 −
1
2
〈ϕi, ϕi〉
−λi〈ϕiηt − ηu〉
)
dλi
]
du ds.
By using the Laplace transform of Eβ (6) and computing the Gaussian inte-
gral yields∫
R
Eβ
(
− 1
2
λ2i |ηs − ηu|2 −
1
2
〈ϕi, ϕi〉 − λi〈ϕi, ηt − ηu〉
)
dλi
12
=∫
R
∫ ∞
0
Mβ(τ) exp
(
−τ
(
1
2
λ2i |ηs − ηu|2 +
1
2
〈ϕi, ϕi〉+ λi〈ϕi, ηt − ηu〉
))
dτdλi
=
∫ ∞
0
dτMβ(τ)
∫
R
exp
(
−τ
(
1
2
λ2i |ηs − ηu|2 +
1
2
〈ϕi, ϕi〉+ λi〈ϕi, ηt − ηu〉
))
dλi
= exp
(
1
2
〈ϕi, ϕi〉
)∫ ∞
0
Mβ(τ)
√
2pi
τ |ηs − ηu|2 exp
(
τ 2〈ϕi, ηt − ηu〉2
2τ |ηs − ηu|2
)
dτ.
Next, by using Lemma A.4 from [9] and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality we obtain∫
R
Eβ
(
− 1
2
λ2i |ηs − ηu|2 −
1
2
〈ϕi, ϕi〉 − λi〈ϕi, ηt − ηu〉
)
dλi
=
(
2pi
|ηs − ηu|2
)
exp
(
1
2
〈ϕi, ϕi〉
)∫ ∞
0
τ−
1/2Mβ(τ) exp
(
τ〈ϕi, ηt − ηu〉2
2|ηs − ηu|2
)
dτ
≤
(
2pi
|ηs − ηu|2
)
exp
(
1
2
〈ϕi, ϕi〉
)∫ ∞
0
τ−
1/2Mβ(τ) exp
(
τ |ϕi|2
2
)
dτ
≤ K
(
2pi
|ηs − ηu|2
)
exp
(
1
2
〈ϕi, ϕi〉
)
.
Putting all together gives
|(TµβLβ,α(t))(ϕ)| ≤
(
1
2pi
)d/2 ∫ t
0
∫ t
0
d∏
i=1
K
√
2pi
|ηs − ηu| exp
(
1
2
〈ϕi, ϕi〉
)
duds
= K exp
(
1
2
|ϕ|2
)∫ t
0
∫ t
0
(
1
|ηs − ηu|2
)d/2
duds
= 2K exp
(
1
2
|ϕ|2
)∫ t
0
∫ s
0
(s− u)−αd/2duds
The last integral in finite for αd < 2. The announced result now follows by
an application of Theorem 13.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have studied self-intersection local times of ggBm for the
case dα < 2 and characterized it as a Mittag-Leffler distribution in a suitable
13
distribution space. The case dα < 2 corresponds for the Gaussian case
β = 1 to the case Hd < 1. Indeed in this case [18] showed that the self-
intersection local time is a square integrable function. For dα ≥ 1 further
renormalizations are needed, like e.g. centering of the random variable. These
considerations for the case of ggBm are postponed for a forthcoming paper.
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